Paper hygiene & hand care

PRISTINE dispenser guide
EXCLUSIVE BRAND

PRISTINE paper hygiene & hand care

HOW TO REFILL A DISPENSER

PRISTINE dispenser guide
How to refill PRISTINE
centrefeed dispensers

How to refill PRISTINE
hand care dispensers

1. Simply insert the
PRISTINE dispenser
key into the top
of the dispenser,
pull the door
towards you.

1. Push the release
button on the
bottom of the
dispenser, the
door will open.

2. Remove the
centrefeed
from its outer
wrapping
and locate the
score line
found inside the core of
the centrefeed roll.

2. To remove an
empty refill
bottle, push
this button
whilst lifting the
refill bottle out of
the dispenser.

3. Using your
hands, create a
small tear along
the score line
of the core.

3. Remove the refill
bottle from its
outer wrapping
and then remove
the cap of the
refill bottle.

4. Pull upwards
and detach
the core
from the
centrefeed,
then dicard the core.

4. Make sure the
colour on the
refill bottle
matches the
colour on
the dispenser.

5. Carefully place
the centrefeed
inside the
dispenser
and pull the
tissue through
the bottom of the
dispenser then close the
dispenser door.

5. Place the nozzle
of the refill bottle
into the dispenser
until it clicks
into position,
you will no
longer see the
colour on the refill bottle. Then
close the door of the dispenser.

For more information about the operation and maintenance of PRISTINE paper hygiene and hand care dispensers, or to order
replacement dispenser keys, contact your local Bunzl Catering Supplies branch.
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